


RED IS THE COLOUR OF LOVE

RED IS THE COLOUR OF SIN

RED MAKES YOU STOP

RED PLAYS WITH ALL YOUR SENSES 





Glamorous, electrifying, hedonistic, sensual and luxurious – 
this is how Roomers feels, in the midst of the Westend area. 

Leave dusty event locations behind!

Step into our award winning RED, our super special event 
room. An extraordinary setting submerged in scarlet-red 

tones, red wood, soft red panelling and a fully pro- 
grammable illuminated cassette-ceiling, to transform RED 

into a mesmerising private club. 





Yossi Eliyahoo, co-founder of the THE ENTOURAGE GROUP 
and creative mastermind of the IZAKAYA restaurants, has 

created a perfect mix with the room in room concept of RED 
in IZAKAYA Asian Kitchen & Bar: Event location and private 
club in one, attractive during the day as well as during the 

whole night until dawn...

RED is inspired by the vibrant Amsterdam nightlife and the 
unique charm of the international club scene inherited from 

the legendary Studio 54 in New York.

What happens in RED, stays in RED...





RED is red. Velvet red. 40 seats on velvet stools and benches, 
glossy lacquered tables, red floor, red walls. 

The slightly raised DJ desk is the optical center and divides 
the room into two areas: Dance floor and lounge. 

Highlight of the RED interior design: The light installation in 
the ceiling - divided into squares, the light "wanders" from 

the inside to the outside or over the entire length. The light is 
run by the beat and the other way around.

TERRACE

ENTRANCE



RED is the exclusive location for your company or private 
event, product presentations, photo shootings and much 

more, with the focus on highest quality, extraordinary service 
and absolute privacy. 

Based on your requirements, we create a tailor-made offer 
for you and provide you a full service package: bar, service, 

catering, security, decoration, technology, DJs, ....





CAPACITY
40 PAX (seated) - 100 PAX (standing)

CONTACT
+49 89 1222 320 00

info@izakaya-munich.com

ADDRESS
Landsberger Straße 68 80339 Munich

www.izakaya-munich.com

Instagram | @izakaya_official
Facebook | izakayaofficial

Hashtags
#REDmunich

#IZAKAYAofficial
#THEENTOURAGEGROUP




